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CALL TO ORDER

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Minutes of the April 26, 2010 meeting

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. Call for Press Identification
2. Comments from Provost Gibson
3. Comments from Faculty Chair, James Jurgenson
4. Comments from Chair Wurtz

CONSIDERATION OF CALENDAR ITEMS FOR DOCKETING

1044/942 Emeritus Status request, Orlando Schwartz, Department of Biology, effective 5/10
1045/943 Emeritus Status request, Nancy Simet, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, effective 5/10
1046/944 Emeritus Status request, Leonard Upham, Department of Educational Psychology & Foundations, effective 6/10
1047/945 Emeritus Status request, Carol Anderson, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, effective fall 2010

NEW BUSINESS

Elect Faculty Senate representative to Liberal Arts Core Committee – 3 year term (must be Faculty Senator)

Export Controls Policy Update – Anita Gordon
ONGOING BUSINESS

CONSIDERATION OF DOCKETED ITEMS

932  Creation of Task Force to Review Recent UNI Actions Regarding Merger of Academic Units – College of Humanities and Fine Arts Senate  (tabled from 3/22/10 meeting)

933  Creation of a Standing UNI Faculty Budget Committee – College of Social and Behavioral Sciences  (tabled from 4/12/10 meeting)

OTHER DISCUSSION

ADJOURNMENT